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ABSTRACT

There is at p¡'esent no accurate method of dose

calculation for the situation when beam modifying devices

are used. The absorbed dose from a beam of incident

photons at a point in a phantom can be presented as a

product of dose in lree space modified by the transmitted

fraction of photons, TR and Tissue-air ratio, TAR. Once

we are able to predict TR at any point across the

attenuator and incorporate such data in further dose

distribution calculations one should achieve much higher

accuracy.

The narrow and broad beam transmission through lead was

investigated in air for various radiation field sizes,

thickness of attenuating material and angle from the

central axis, for a geometry approximating typical

treatment conditions for lhe Theratron .F" Co-60 un¡t and

the 4 MV SHM linac.

A method to calculate the transmitted fraction of photons

through any attenuator was developed.

When the calculated TR values were used in the dose

dislribution calculation for a wedge the errors in such a

calculation diminished from 8% lo 2.5%. As this method

can be easily adapted to any beam attenuator it should be

possible to obtain a similar accuracy in the dose distri-

bution calculation for any attenuator, provided the

geometrical and transmission data are known.
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I, INTRODUCTION

Radiotherapy stands as one of the three major modalities

employed in cancer treatment, lhe other two being surgery

and chemiotherapy. Varying degrees of damage are

exhibited by all cells upon exposure to radiation.

A condition for successful radiation therapy is a homo-

geneous dose distribution in the target volume, which is

defined as the volume within which a specified absorbed

dose is to be delivered, together with optimal sparing of

the sunounding normal tissues. There remains a need for

precise target volume localization, knowledge of dose

tolerances of normal tissues and also a detailed under -

standing of the application of dose modifying devices.

lsodose shaping can help to prevent over- or underdosage

in parts of the target volume and to shield critical

organs. Special collimators and penumbra trimmers reduce

unwanted radiation for ¡" -radiation teletherapy units.

Beam flattening filters correcting the fon¡rard peaked

production rate of photons are necessary with elecÍon

accelerators. Special individual shields of highly

attenuating materials (compensators and wedges) produce a

llat beam profile at some defined depth in the patient.

All these beam modifying devices alter the dose distribu-

tions by removing some of the incident primary photons.

ln doing so they produce scattered radiation; secondary



electrons and scattered photons thus impinge on the

patient. The electrons compromise the skin sparing

characteristics of the beam, while the presence of

scattered photons may complicate the design of wedges or

compensators as well as the subsequent calculations of

dose distribution.

The degree of accuracy needed for clinical acceptability

is not known and has been the subject oi considerable

debate. Evidence has been presented by Shukowsky (1970)

and Hening and Compton (1970) that an increase of 10%

above the "optimal" dose has produced an observable

increase of tissue necrosis, while a reduction in the

dose of 10% greatly decreases the chance of local

control. The ICRU #24 (1976) concludes that the

"available evidence for certain types oi tumors po¡nts to

the need for an accuracy of 5% in the delivery of an

absorbed dose to a target volume if the eradication of

the primary tumour is sought". The degree of error

considered clinically acceptable is therefore within 5%

of the dose to the target volume specified by the

radiotherapist. Sources of error causing a shift from

the dose specif ied may, for example, be patient motion;

¡nexact placement of the treatment field; lack of

anatomical data for dose compulation algorithms of

limited accuracy. To achieve an overall dose accuracy of



w¡thin 5%, systematic sources of error such as the

accuracy of the dose computational algorilhm should be

minimized.

Accurate predictions of the dose in a phantom for various

beam shaping devices and parameters of the beam can only

be achieved with Monte Carlo calculations which are both

complicated and time consuming. This limits the use of

this method for pract¡cal calculations in treatment

planning process. Various practical methods have been

proposed to calculate the dose distribution when beam

modifying devices are used. One of such methods is the

calculational procedure used in the AECL treatment

planning system (presently in use in the MCTRF ). Such

calculations are based on the empir¡cal data for the

attenuation of the photons by the filter and the overly-

ing tissuê. The errors involved in dose calculation with

this algorithm are unacceptably large, as discuss in

section 5.3. ln practice it is necessary to adjust the

input data describing the attenuating character¡stics of

the given filter by comparison w¡th a measured dose

distribution in order to obtain acceptable results. The

absorbed dose from a beam of incident photons at a point

in a phantom can be presented in simplified form as a

product of dose in free space mod¡fied by the trans-

mission through the filter and tissue-air ratio. The



presence of any attenuator will have an influence on dose

in air as well as on TAR. lf the "hardening" of the beam

by a filter can be neglected, the main source of errors

is the transmitted fraction of photons through the

attenuator, TR

The aim of this project was to develop a calculational

method which allows the prediction of the transmitted

fraction ot photons through lhe attenuator at any point

in the beam with appropriate accuracy. This would

decrease the errors involved in dose distribution

calculations whenever beam modifying devices are used.

To be able to achieve this objective, the photon trans-

mission through the lead attenuators as a function of

field size, thickness ol lead filter and the changes in

the energy spectrum of the radiation beam were

investigated.

This study has been organized into both theoretical and

experimental sections. The theoretical section, which

covers the basic concepts of the interaction of radialion

with matter, the production of radiation for radiotherapy

treatment, dosimetry and dose distribution calculation

methods, is covered in chapters ll through lV and part of

chapter V. The experimental section is contained in

chapter V. Conclusions are presented in chapter Vl.



II, RADIATION SOURCES USED IN THIS WORK

2.1. Cobalt 60 radiation

Í'- rays emitted in the decay of radioactive isotopes are

an important source of radiation used in medicine. e Co

with a half life of 5,26 years is produced by neutron

activation of naturally occuning æCo. The decay scheme

of 6o Co is shown in Fig.(2.1). 6aOo decays with a

probability of 99.88% by emission ot a fïitn a maximum

energy of 0.315 MeV to form an excited state of @Ni.

This excited state of.Ti decays rapidly by emission of

two !: -rays of energies 1.1732 and 1.3325 MeV respec-

tively in cascade. 6o Co d..ays also with probability of

o.12/" by emission of a f-with a maximum energy of

1.4847 MeV to form the lower excited state of æ Ni which

then rapidly decays by the emission of a 1.3325 MeV

tr"y. The two f,-rays of energy 1.1732 and 1.3325 MeV,

with relative intensities of 99.88% and 100% respec-

tively, provide the radiation used in óo Co therapy and

the pair is usually treated as a single photon of

1.25 MeV. The photon beam from a þ Co lherapy unit

consists of not only the initial 1.17 and 1.33 MeV

photons but also photons whose energies have been reduced

by scattering processes ¡n lhe source, its spacer sleeve,

lhe housing and the collimator. Experimental



Figure 2.1. The decay scheme of æCo, published by

Dillman (1975)



5.26yr

ß-(99.88%) Eru*=0. 315HeV

Yr(99.88U ) Er. =1.1732MeV
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investigations of the spectrum from & Co h"u, been made

by Costr¡ll (1962), Aitken and Henry (1964), Scrimger and

Cormack (1963), Godwin and Opal (1965), L8froth (1973),

Jessen (1973) and Enow and Jessen (1974). A typical set

of resutts from a &Co source measured by Jessen (1973)

is depicted in Fig,(2.2). The scattered radiation in the

iterated spectrum coming from scattering within the

source itself in the surounding capsule and from the

shield and collimating device published by Lðftrotn

(1973) is ¡llustrated in Fig.(2.3). The þCo machine

used in this project is illustrated in Figs (2.4) and

(2.5). The æCo source is uncapsulated in two stainless

steel welded conla¡ners which are sunounded by a high Z

shielding material, such as tungsten, on all sides except

for the window through which the f -rays are emitted.

The source is placed near the centre of a lead filled

steel container which serves as the head of the treatment

device. To provide the t -ray beam for treatment lhe

source is positioned inside lhe head at an opening which

serves as a radiation port to volumes external to the

head. The method of source exposure used in Theratron,F'

to unit is ¡llustrated in Fig.(2.5). ln the "off"

position the source is shielded by a shielding shutter

block, which is constructed in a way which assures that

whenever any failure occurs lhe source is shielded from

the outside.



Figure 2.2. Measured pulse height distribution for the

Stabilatron 
*Co .orr.., Jessen (1973).
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Figure 2.3. Normalized scattered photon distribution for

6eOo unit, L8ftroth (1973) F(E) is

fractional signal due to the photons ol

energy E.
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Figure 2.4. Overall view of Theratron "F" 6to 
unit.
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Figure 2.5. Source head of Theratron -F" 600o unit,

reproduced from the Theratron "F" manual.
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2.2. Medical Linear Accelerator.

The second photon beam used in this work was produced by

a medical electron linear accelerator, the Therapi 4,

manufactured by SHM Nuclear Corporation. The eleclron

linear accelerator uses microwave power to accelerate

electrons to high energies. The accelerated electrons

are directed onto a target where they produce bremsstra-

hlung photons and these photons are used in radiotherapy

treatment. The microwave power supply consists of a

magnetron. The microwave power generated by the

magnetron is transported by means of a waveguide to lhe

accelerator structure. The acceleralor structure is a

microwave resonant cavity and provides the environment

wherein electrons may be accelerated to high energies by

means of their interaction with microwaves. The

treatment head contains beam modifying and monitoring

devices, Fig.(2.6).

The 4 MV linac produces a parallel beam of 4 MeV elec-

trons, approximately 3 mm in diameter. Bremsstrahlung

x-rays are produced when the electron beam is incident

on the high Z target. This target ia attached to the end

of the accelerator structure in a straight through

design. The thickness of the target is large enough to

stop most of the incident electrons. The x-ray intensity

is forward peaked as shown ¡n Fig.(2.7). To ensure



Figure 2.6. X-ray head detail arrangement, reproduced

from the Therapi 4 manual.
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Figure 2.7. X-ray production.
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relatively un¡form beam intensity over a cross sectional

area, an x-ray flattening f¡lter made of high Z material

is inserted in front of the primary collimator.

The bremsstrahlung energy spectrum in the central part

of a photon beam as reconstructed from the transmission

measurements by Mohan (1985) is somewhat harder than in

the region near the edge of the beam. The flattening

filter not only hardens the beam as a whole, but further

enhances the relative hardness near the centre, Varia-

tion of the energy across the beam is important when

calculating transmission through any atlenuator. The

energy spectrum derived by Huang et al.(1983) for few

different 4 MV linear accelerators is depicted in

Fig.(2.8), and the variation of energy spectrum as a

function of radial distance írom the central ray presen-

ted by Huang et al. (1983) is shown in Fig.(2.9).

15



Figure 2.8. Typical normalized photon distribution

determined on the central axis for 4 MV

linear accelerator, Huang et al.(1983).

F(E) is fractional signal due to the photons

of energy E.
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Figure 2.9. Normalized photon distr¡bution determined

on the central axis, and at 5o and 9o off

axis, Huang et al.(1983). F(E) is a

fractional signal due to the photons of

energy E.
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III. INTERACTION OF RADIATION WITH MATTER

An x-ray photon often experiences as many as 10 scatter-

ing processes before its eventual absorption. The

direction of propagation thereby becomes increasingly

random, and the initial straight penetration tends lo go

over into a diffusion process. The interaction processes

which will be described in the section 3.2. experienced

by x-rays give rise to a variety of "secondary radia-

tions" The x-rays emitted directly from a source are

called "primaries-. For primary x-rays up to 10 MeV, the

secondaries that contribute much to penetrat¡on are

themselves x-rays of lower energies. The study of x-ray

attenuation deals with photons of various energies, even

where the primaries are monoenergetic.

3.1. X-ray attenuation.

The most important quantity characterizing the penetra-

tion of gamma radiation in extended media is the linear

attenuation coefficient, ¡ This quantity depends on

the photon energy, E, and on the atomic number, Z, of the

medium, and the density and may be defined as the

probability per unit length that a photon will interact

with the medium. The total probability that a photon of

given energy suffers some interaction process while



traversing a layer of matter is studied exper¡mentally

with the arrangement shown schematìcally in Fig.(3.1).

An x-ray beam may be characterized in terms of its

fluence, iþ , which is the number, dN, of photons incident

normal to area, dA.

0 = au/al .

A well collimated ("narrow") beam of monochromatic x-rays

penetrates a layer of absorber and then reaches a detec-

tor. Attenuation of the photon beam prevents it from

reaching the detector. The nanow parallel incident beam

of fluence, $o , of Fig.(3.1 ) which traverses the slab of

material of infinitesimal thickness, dx, will be dimi-

nished in fluence by an amount d $ according to the

relation:

J9.. ödx
or

¿6=_¡"dx.
The constant of proportionalitV,¡, is called the linear

attenuation coelficient, and it represents the fractÌon

of photons removed from the beam per unit path length,

Reananging (3.1) one obtains:

¿ö/þ =-Y-àx
and upon integration (3.3) becomes

ö = Öe-ft

3.2

\t,!t

3.4



Figure 3.1. Arangement lor measuring narrow beam

attenuation coefficient, Fano(1953).
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where jþo is the initial photon fluence and þ ttre resultant

beam fluence upon traversing a thickness, x, ol material.

The ratio of the resultant beam fluence, $, to the

¡nitial photon fluence, $o, represents the transmitted

fraction of primary photons and is called transmittance,

TR.

TR - ö/ö. = ¿-)v .

The thickness, x, of absorber required to attenuate the

beam by a factor of e is called the meanJree-path of the

incident photons. Such a thickness, or path length,

represents the mean distance traversed by a photon in the

absorber medium between successive interactions and is

equal to the inverse of the linear attenuation coeffici-

ent, f'l ln an attenuation experiment lree from the

"narrow-beam" limitation -Fig.(3.2), in which the apert-

ure of the collimator has been greatly increased, the

loss by scatter¡ng of some photons initially aimed at the

detector is compensated in part by photons scattered from

the absorber. Therefore one finds a higher transmittance

under "broad beam" than under "narrow beam" conditions.

Attenuation lor "broad beam" geometry will no longer be

strictly exponential, but may be described by:

0- 0o n-P* B ( *,4' d' hr, )
Where B is a modification factor, often referred to as a

"build-up- factor, which is a function of an absorber

3.6
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Figure 3.2. Arrangement for measuring broad beam

attenuation coeff icient, Fano (1953).
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lhickness, x, beam area, A, distance of detector from the

absorber, d, and incident beam energy, hr. lt is often

convenient to express attenuation independent of absorber

density and this may be achieved by dividing the linear

attenuation coeff icient, ¡r , by the density, I , of the

absorber material. The attenuation coeff icient , /L|3,
thus generated is called the mass attenuation coeffi-

cient. lf the units of /LL arc expressed in cm-l then the

units of ,tU g 
"r. 

.r2 /g and /L I S thus specif ies the

fraction by which an incident beam is reduced by a layer

of absorber of thickness 1 g/cm¿, Similarly one may also

def¡ne atomic and electronic attenuation coefficients

respectively as:

ú = l*ft\(e/u")

eP - (p/s)(,4[r.z)

where: A is the atomic weight of the absorber, No is

Avogadro's number and Z is the effective atomic number

of the absorber mater¡al.

Attenuation coefficients for a large number of atomic

numbers over a large range of photon energies have been

labulated and published by Hubble and National Bureau of

Standards (1969). W¡th the concept of fluence, $ , one

may def ine another quantity the scattering cross-section õ.

3.7

3.8
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Consider an x-ray beam of fluence, S, incident upon a

target as depicted in Fig.(3.3). Of the N photons

incident upon area, A, of the target, dN photons are

scattered through an angle, ê, into the solid angle, d O ,

and are detected by the detector. lf there are n (el/cm]

independent interaction or scattering sites in the

irradiated area, A 1cm¿¡, then the number, dN, of photons

scattered into lhe solid angle, d JL, ¡s given by:

d N - A " I ae /a.rl (ell d.JI Jx gt
where, (O), (which has units of area) is the constant

of proportionalily specifying the probability of a photon

being scattered through an angle O into the solid angle,

df! and Je (el/crñ¡ is electron density of the target

mater¡al. One may also write 6(ê) as:

Srer dJì. =dø'(o)
and thus d 6'ld lI (e) is called the differential cross -

section of the scattering event. Photons may be scatte-

red into any angle and hence the probability of a photon

being scattered by the target may be obtained by

integrating the differential scattering cross section, 6 ( ê)

(O), over all solid angles:

6o= f ffite) rll = $øtøldlt -to obtain the total scattering cross section 6,¿. Thus

the total number of photons, dN{.r scattered out of the

beam (assuming narow beam geometry) is:

3.10

3.1 1

3.12
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Figure 3.3. Scattering of dN photons lhrough an angle of

ê into the solid angle dfl.
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JN...= frttt 
: çn je fol d l[ = 0n 6rx 3,13

The number, N¡4, of photons incident on the target is

ÞA and hence the fractional decrease (or attenuation) of

the beam due to lhe target is:

dN{,r^bt : asv*/!A= G/A) u** s.14

Thus if the scattering sites are taken to be the atoms in

the target then:

6å = u.o= l*/s\ hA.) 3.15

Gå= f .= Vßl h/zs") 316

if the scattering sites are taken to be the electrons.

A large number of cross sections are of the order of

1o-lq.r2 and thus cross sections are often given in terms

of barns (b):

where: 1 barn=1b=10'l{ .t 2
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3.2. Photon interaction with matter

When a beam of photons passes into an absorbing medium

some of the energy carried by the beam is transferred to

the medium where it may produce biological damage. The

energy deposited per unit mass of the medium is known as

the absorbed dose. The biological events that result

from this damage are quite complicated. The ¡nit¡al step

in the process usually involves lhe collision between a

photon and an electron ¡n the material, resulling in the

scatter¡ng of some radiation and the setting in motion of

a high speed electron. Electromagnetic radiation of high

energy usually originates from exc¡ted nuclei, from

excited atoms, or from electrons traversing matter and

interacting with the electromagnetic field of the

nucleus. ln Table (3.1 ) the elementary photon

interactions are classified. Each ol the ¡nteractions

serves to attenuate the primary beam and in the process

transfer a varying amount of energy to matter. One such

interact¡on which transfers no energy to the attenuating

medium is that of coherent scattering.



Table 3.1. Classification of photon interactions with

matter.
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I n terac ti on TYPe of Interaction
wi th

AbsorDtion Elastic Ineìastìc' (coherent) (incoherent)

Atomi c Photoelectric Rayìeigh Conpton
el ectrons effect scatteri ng Scatteri ng

Nucleons Photonuclear Elastic Nucìear
reactions nuclear resonance

scatteri ng scatteri ng

Electric Pair and
field of TÌlplet
charged producti on
parti cl es

l{esons Photomeson
producti on



3.2.1. Coherent (Rayleigh) scattering.

The process of coherent scattering is depicted in

Fig.(3.a). Here an x-ray photon is incident upon an atom

but does not result in lhe excitation of the atom. The

photon is scattered by the bound electrons of the atom

and the scattered photon exits without a loss of energy.

The differential cross section for coherent scattering is

given by:

d6 / ¿sL,.H= Gy z\( r+ coaoe) [r (o,z! u

where: ro is = 2.81794 10'5 m (lhe classical electron

radius) and F(q, Z) is the atomic form factor.

The square of this atomic factor gives the probability

that the Z electrons of the interact¡ng atom will receive

a recoil moment, q, without the absorption of energy.

This interaction occurs mainly for low energy photons

interacting with high Z atoms and resulting scattered

photons are strongly forward peaked. Thus the coherent

scattering serves to diverge the incident x-ray beam.

3.2.2. Photoelectric effect.

ln the photoelectric process illustrated in Fig.(3.5),

a photon with an energy, h ¡¡ , collides w¡th an atom and

ejects one of the bound electrons from K,L,M or N shells.

3.17
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Figure 3,4. Coherent or (Rayleigh) scattering in which

an incident photon is scattered without a

change in energy, reproduced from Johns and

Cunningham (1983).
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Figure 3.5. The photoelectric effect. An incident

photon is absorbed by an atom resulting in

the ejection of a bound electron, reproduced

from Johns and Cunningham (1983).
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The ejected electron emerges with an energy:

E= hy-Ep
where: h ¿, is the energy of the incident photon and

E, is the binding energy of the electron in the

atom. The excited atom returns to ground state via

emission of fluorescent radiation and electrons. Thus a

photoelectric interact¡on can only occur if the energy of

the incident photon is greater than the binding energy of

the electron to be ejected. The ejected electron flies

off predominantly sideways to the photon beam for

E<<0.5 MeV. Because of the high photon momentum, the

predominant direction is fon¡rard for higher energies.

Following photoelectron emission a vacancy is created

which is filled by transitions from other shells. The

transitions result in the isotropic emission of photons

called "character¡stic" radiation of energies E* -E¡ ,

Ex -E*, etc. Alternatively, in a process favored for low

Z materials, an Auger electron may be ejected from the

atom with energy E, -E, -E*,in a case when the M shell is

lhe less bound, for example.

The mass atlenuation coefficient for photoelectric

process, G /5 1cm2lg¡, is a decreasing function of

incident photon energy with discontinuilies existing at

the binding energies of different electron shells as

shown in Fig.(3.6). The atomic photoelectric cross-

3.18



Figure 3.6. Photoelectric cross-sections for water and

lead showing the discontinuities at the

binding energies of different electÍon

shells, Johns and Cunningham (1983).
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sect¡on varies approximately as 1/(huf for low energies

and as 1/hv for high energies. The cross section per

atom depends upon approxim alely Z\ for high atomic number

materials (f.e. lead) and on z \'6 lor low z mater¡als.

Since each atom contains Z electrons, the coefficient per

electron depends upon Zl and Z5Ê for high and low Z

materials respectively. Since the number of electrons

per gram is more or less independent of Z, the mass

coefficients vary roughly as Z 
t and Zt't for the two

classes of materials. ln the photoelectric process for

low Z material the photoelectron acquires an energy

approximately equal to lhe incident photon eneigy, since

the binding energy for low Z materials is. small. The

resulting characterislic radiation is of low energy and

is therefore absorbed locally. For high Z mater¡al the

energy transfer to lhe photoelectron is small and the

eneigy of the characteristic radiation is much greater in

comparison to low Z materials, resulting in distant

deposition of the characteristic radiation energy.

3.2.3. Compton scattering.

Compton scattering is an inelastic interaction between an

incident photon and what is considered to be loosely

bound( i.e.:virtually free) electron at rest in which the

incident photon imparts some of its energy to the



electron, resulting in a scattered photon of reduced ene-

rgy and an electron set in motion with some linite

energy, as shown in Fig.(3.7). The energy taken up by

the electron depends primarily on its recoil momentum.

This effect predominates for the photon energies of

interest in this work. ln a first approximation the

binding energy is taken to be negligible in comparison to

the energy of the incident photon and the interaction ¡s

treated as being elastic. Thus the incident photon of

energy, h v , is scattered at an angle, ê, with energy, hzl

and a recoil electron is ejecled at an angle, { , with an

energy, E. Applying conservation of energy and momentum

to this situat¡on yields the following relations between

angle and energy for the scattered photon and recoil

electron:

I

hr' = hy l*¿?r-..uej

E: r,"#i*r
where: o( is = h I /mo c,2 mo is rest mass of electron and

cotf =(1+oqtan(e/2).

Maximum energy transfer occurs when ê=180"and ê=01

3.1I

3.20
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Figure 3.7. Compton scattering,reproduced from Johns and

Cunningham (1983).





This condition yields:

hrf,¡^= hr

En*,.= hu l.#
The probability of photon scatter¡ng at an angle € is

given by Klein Nishina formula. A graph of this equation

- F¡g.(3.8) for various photon energies illustrates

prefened scattering in the forward directions for photon

energies of ¡nterest in this work.

The total probability (total Compton coeff¡cient) that a

photon will ¡nteract w¡th a free electron is given by:

oc-=en*t* [îfP rP] +

* Ln ( t+2"¿) - t+5¿c I -r=-o' 2cc (t+¿oc)z J .U
where: r =e.8t zg4xl dlãcm ( the classical electron

radius).

The total energy scattering cross section, c 65 , which

deals with the scattered photon energy h/ is smaller than ed
by:

.t
e6s: #"6

The total energy transfer coefficient ,e 6t" , is given

by:

eGt*: 16-"6s

t+2d- 3.22

3.23

3.25
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Figure 3.8. Klein-Nishina differential cross-section for

var¡ous photon energies, Johns and

Cunningham (1983).
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and represents the probability for the recoil kinetic

energy, E, to be imparted to an electron in the course of

a Compton collision. Fig.(3.9) shows the variation of ¡6,-

eÇc , e6,* with photon energy. The scatter coefficient,

is equal to the total coefficient at photon energies less

than 0.01 MeV, since at these energ¡es the photon is

scatlered wilh nearly the same as the incident photon and

the recoil electron gets little energy. At very high

energies 
"6s 

.. ¿6 since at these energies the scattered

photon gets very little energy. Since the Compton

process involves free electrons and since most materials

have approximately the same number of electrons per gram,

the probability of a Compton interaction is independent

of the atomic number Z. Hence all materials absorb

essentially the same amount of radiation per electron and

per gram from this process.

3.2.4. Electron-positron pair production.

ln this effect, which predominates lor high photon ener-

gies, especially in high Z materials , a photon dis-

appears in the field of a charged particle and an

electron positron pair appears, Fig.(3.10). A minimum

incident photon energy 2 moc? or 1.022 MeV is required for

pair production. The remaining energy h r,r -1 .022 MeV is

shared between positron and electron. Pair production ¡s

39



Figure 3.9. The total Compton coefficient, ¿6, the

scatter coeff icient, 36., and the transfer

coetficient,Bl", as a function of photon

energy, published by Hubbel, NBS (1986).
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Figure 3.10. Pair production, reproduced from Johns and

Cunningham (1983).
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accompanied by the emission of annihilation radiation

consisting of two 0.511 MeV photons ejected in essen-

tially opposite direction, produced when a low energy

positron combines with a free electron Fig.(3.10).

Triplet production may occur in the field of an orbital

etectron. This effect has a threshold of 4mo c2

(=2.044 MeV) as required by the sharing, in this case,

of the photon energy and momentum with the target

electron as well as the crealed electron-positron pair.

Fig.(3.1 1) illustrates the variation of pair and triplet

production cross section, toc with photon energy and

atomic number Z,

3.2.5. Relative cross sections.

At any given incident photon energy a number of the above

mentioned interaction processes may be taking place

according to their relative probabilities. The total

photon cross section at any given energy is the sum of

the cross sections of each individual interaction laking

place at that energy. Thus for the energy ranges

employed in this work the total photon cross section, /r¿,
may be expressed as:

.l¿= 6íco,r+(+6¡n.t ÞC

The relative significance of the three interactions (pho-

toelectric, Compton and pair production) which transfer

42



Figure 3.11. Pair and triplet production cross section

for various material as a function of

photon energy, reproduced from Plechaty et

al. (1e75).
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energy from the x-ray beam to the attenuat¡ng medium are

illustrated in Fig.(3,12). The total photon cross

section"6,* for lead, along with the individual inter-

action cross section of which it is composed are shown in

Fig.(3.13).



Figure 3.12. Relative importance of the three principal

photon ¡nteractions over a broad range of

photon energies and absorbers,

Evans (1955).
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Figure 3.1 3. Photon interaction cross sections lor lead,

reproduced from Robinson (1986).
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IV, DOSIMETRY

ln radiolherapy a quantity of great interest is that of

the absorbed dose. The absorbed dose from a beam of

incident radiation is defined as being the energy

absorbed from the radiation beam per unit mass of

absorbing medium.

Absorbed dose is defined as:

D= AE/ Ám

The Sl unit for absorbed dose is the Gray (Gy) and is

defined as:

1Gy=1Jlkg

The only absolute method of measuring absorbed dose is by

calor¡metry in . which the rise in temperature of an

isolated mass of the medium is measured.

4,1. Cavity theory.

Most absorbed dose measurements made today are based on a

measurement of ionization followed by calculations

involving a number of corrections factors. These factors

are derived from Bragg-Gray cav¡ty theory, presented by

Gray (1929, 1936). The Bragg-Gray equation relates the

absorbed dose in a cavity gas to the absorbed dose in a

surrounding medium, in terms of the ratio of the mean

collision mass stopping powers:

4.1



While there are certain special cases in which th¡s

equation may be an adequate approximation, in general the

ratio D-.¿/Dsrc depends in a complicated manner on the

spatial gradient of the primary photon or electron field,

the energy of .the secondary electrons, the atomic number

of the cavity gas and the wall material, the shape of the

cavity, and the pressure and size of the cavity gas.

The Bragg-Gray formulation of cavity theory makes the

following assumptions;

i) the size of a the cavity is small in that its

dimensions are much less lhan the range of

secondary electrons in lhe medium

ii) the introduct¡on of the cavity to the medium does

not perturb the medium's spectrum of secondary

electrons

iii) photon attenuat¡on is negligeable over the

dimensions of the cavity, and hence secondary

electrons in the cav¡ty are due to photon

interactions in the medium surrounding the cavity

iv) the primary photon fluence in the region

surrounding the cavity from which secondary

electrons generated in the medium may enter the



cav¡ty ¡s isotropic

v) seccondary electrons lose energy continuosly.

Some modification of this theory is required. While

there is no fully rigorous theory of cavity ionization,

the Spencer-Attix theory is widely used. ln this theory,

the effects of large, discrete energy losses by electrons

are considered. The effect of d +ay production has

been taken ¡nto account by Spencer and Attix (1955) by

employing the restricted stopping po*er -L in place of

unrestricted stopping po*er 5.

The Spencer-Attix formulation can be expressed in the ge-

neral form :

D-eJ. lt\-'¿'D3ã = lïl --\J , sèó
where -Ug represents lhe restricted mean mass collision

stopping power, averaged over the electron slowing-down

spectrum in the wall mater¡al. Whereas the Bragg-Gray

formulation of cavity theory uses unrestricted stopping

powers averaged over the slowing-down spectrum of only

the primary electrons, the Spencer-Attix formulation uses

restricted stopping powers averaged over the slowing-down

spectrum of all generations of electrons. The absorbed

dose to lhe gas is simply:

Ds:o - 1o. ({"\ 3^.

where Jgee is the charge per unit mass of gas in lhe ca-

4.3
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vity, and (We)gaa is the mean energy expended in the gas

per unit charge of ionization.

For both photon and electron beams, this schematization

contains the assumption

i) that the spectral distribution of electron fluence

in the medium adjacent to the cavity is not changed

by the presence of the cavity. For photon beams,

the further assumptions are made

ii) that photon ¡nteract¡ons that generate electrons in

the cavity can be neglected, and

iii) that the pr¡mary photon fluence is uniform through

out the region in the medium from which secondary

electrons can reach the cavity.

Practical ionization chambers, however, perturb the

photon and elsctron fluence in various ways that must be

accounted for by certain conection factors. Thus, a

general relationship between dose to gas in the chamber

and dose to medium that replaces lhe chamber when it is

removed is given by:

Dr¡¿J, /I \-'J * -ffit = \î/a.. P,on?,'rt?,,ott

P ioo. is a factor that corrects for ion recombination. P.¿¡r.

is a replacement corection which depends upon the type

and energy of the radiation, the gradient of the depth-

dose curve at the point at which the measurement is made,

and the radius of the ehamber's air eavity, Ptgal is

50



a corection factor which corrects for the attenuation

and multiple scattering of primary photons in the chamber

wall, and the buildup cap used lo establish charged

particle equilibrium. Hence if one can measure the

absorbed dose in the cavity then one can determine the

absorbed dose to the volume of medium displaced by the

cav¡ty,

4.2. Dosimetric functions.

Of prime concern in radiotherapy is the absorbed dose in

tissue in an iradiated volume. Much experimental work

has been performed with materials which absorb and

scatter radiation in a similar manner to tissue. The

requirements of such phantom mater¡als according to the

ICRU report # 24 (1976), are that it be " a volume of

tissue-equivalent mater¡al, usually large enough to

provide full scatter conditions for the beam being used"

where a tissue-equivalent material is a "material whose

absorption and scatter¡ng properties for a given

inadiation simulate, as nearly as possible, lhose of a

given biological material, such as soft tissue, muscle,

bone or fat".

The absorbed dose at any point in a phantom is the result
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of two components. The first component is the dose due

to primary radiation and the second component is the dose

due to scattered radiation. Both are functions of the

physical parameters of the radiation beam and the parame-

ters of the physical geometry. The dose to a given

point at a depth below the phantom surface will be a

tunct¡on of field size, distance from the source, energy

of the radiation beam and depth in tissue. With this in

mind certain relationship have been developed to describe

the absorbed dose as a function of these parameters.

To relate absorbed dose at a point in a phantom to the

dose measured in air two quantities, tissue-air rat¡o,

TAR, and scatter-air ratio, SAR, have been defined. TAR

has been defined by the lnternational Commission on

Radiological Un¡ts ICRU (1963), as the ratio of the

absorbed dose at a given point in a phantom to the

absorbed dose which would be measured at the same point

in free air within a volume of the phantom material just

large enough to provide maximum electronic buildup at the

point of measurement'.

This situat¡on can be explained by referring to

Fig.(4.1). The diagram on the left depicts a radiation

beam irradiating a water phantom and a dosimeter is

placed at point X on the axis of the beam. For the

diagram on the right all inadiation conditions

52



Figure 4.1. Diagram illustrating the meaning of tissue-

air ratio, which is the ratio formed by a

dosimeter reading at X (in a water phantom)

divided by its reading at the same point, Xf

but in air, reproduced from Bleehen (1983).
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(collimator adjustment, distance from the source,

flattening f¡lter etc. ) are the same except that there

is no water present, and the dosimeter, at the same

location but now designated by X', is in air and is far

from any scattering mater¡al. The tissue-air ratio, TAR

is:

TAR(d, Wd, E) = Dx/Dx.' 4.6

The values of Dx and Dx' should be obtained considering

all the conversion factors, but in practice, it is gene-

rally assumed that cancellations may take place leaving

only the ratio of ¡nstrument readings. The TAR describes

the combined effects on the beam of attenuation and

scatter. Fig.(4.2) shows TAR dependence on field size

and depth in a phantom. The two effects may be separated

by the following procedure. Consider the TAR as function

of cross-sectional area. lf the area were reduced so as

to approach zero, the scatter¡ng volume would approach

zerc and only the attenuation of the primary would

remain. The scatter component for a beam of finite size

would then be:

sAR(d, !) = TAR(d, h) - TAR(d, 0). 4.7

TAR(d, 0) is called zerc arca TAR and it can not be

measured directly. lt can be obtained by measuring

tissus-air ratio for beams w¡th field dimensions appro-

aching zero and then extrapolating to zero.
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Figure 4.2. Graphs showing the dependence of tissue-air

ratio on field size (radius) and depth,

reproduced from Bleehen ( 1983).
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SARs are primarily of interest lor computational work,

since they permit the calculation of the dose at any

point in any shaped field. The calculational method was

developed by Clarkson (1941) and further developed by

Aspin et al. (1961) and Gupta and Cunningham (1966).

Scatterair ratios can be dete¡mined from measurements

and can be tabulated as a means of descr¡bing radiation

scattered within an irradiated volume. Their use can be

illustrated by referring to Fig.(a.3). This diagram

shows a cross-section of a radiation beam. Point P is a

point somewhere within the beam. The cross-hatched

region is a sector of a circle with radius, rt. The

amount of scattered radiation reaching point P from this

sector can be taken as S(d, rr X ô 0/2fl), where A I is the

angular width of the sector. This would be exactly equal

to the scattered radiation reaching P from the sector of

the circular beam of radius r, shown by the dashed

circle. The whole inadiated volume can be covered by a

series of such sectors and the total dose due to scatter

at point P would be:

Ds= D¡(¿)És(d,'¡) $
The use of sectors ot c¡rculålr radiation beams to repre-

sent components of olher beams involves at least four

simplifying assumptions:

i) the scattered radialion from each sector to point, ?

4.8
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Figure 4.3. Cross section of a radiation beam,illustrat-

ing the sector integration method of

calculating the dose due to scattered

radiation at points either in or out of

the beam, reproduced from Bleehen (1983).
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same in the circular beam as it is in the actual

beam.

This will be true except for multiply scattered radiation

and will tend lo balance out for most locations.

ii) it is assumed that the surface ol the irradiated

phantom is at right angles to the ray from the

source to the point of calculation.

This will not be true for points near an edge of the

beam.

iii) it is assumed that the radiation field is uniform

across the sector, and finally

iv) that the edge of the beam in which calculations are

being made is similar in shape to that of the beam

in which the scatter-air-ratios were measured.

Such a method based on such sector ¡ntegration will be

used to calculate the scatter component of the

transmitted fraction of photons passing through lead

atten uators.



V, DOSE MODIFICATION BY LEAD FILTERS

5.1. lntroduction.

The beam modifying devices alter the dose distributions

by removing some of the incident primary photons ln

doing so, at photon energÌes where the Compton effect is

the dominant ¡nteraction process, the beam modifying

fjlter also produces scattered radiations; secondary

electrons and scattered photons thus impinge on the

patient. The electrons compromise the skin sparing

character¡stics of the beam, while the presence of

scattered photons may complicate the design of wedges or

compensators as well as subsequent calculations of dose

distributions.

5.2. The theoretical considerations.

The total dose to a point ¡n a phantom consists of lhe

primary dose, single scatter dose and mult¡ple scatter

dose. The relative contribut¡on of each component to a

total dose depends on the radiation energy, the geometry

of irradiation and depth in a phantom. The primary and

first scattered radiation account for a large proportion

of the total dose as has been shown by Padikal and Deye

(1978) with Monte Carlo calculations. ln the theoretical

model due to El-Khatib (1986) which is presented below

only first order Compton scattering is accounted for in
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the calculations.

For a parallel beam of monoenergetic photons with an

energy, E, incident on a homogeneous phantom the dose

D(P) at point P due to primary radiation is given by:

Dp(P)= ôt (p*/Sl, .-P'¿
where: d is the depth in phantom, 0 is the photon

lluence in vacuum at point, P, P*ß is the mass energy

absorption coefficient for the primary photons in the

phantom material and /¡¿o is the narrow beam linear

attenuation coefficient for the phantom mater¡al at

photon energy Eo.

The f¡rst scatter dose at point P in a homogeneous

phantom due to once scattered photons coming from all

surrounding elements in the radiation field is given by

(in a spherical coordinate system and for a circular

radiation field - as shown on Fig. (5.1) ):

5.1

Ds(p) = 2nn"ö"*' ji l.tr.7rts e.,€ dd* sz.

'oxp{, lf,*a-r"]Ja,t"



Figure 5.1. Geometry used for the calculation of primary

and lirst scatter dose to point, P, from

lhree separate layers (lead,air,water ) in a

divergent beam, reproduced from El-Khatib

(1e86).
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where: O is the scattering angle, á6lJfI ¡s tne

differential Compton cross - section per unit solid angle

1cm 
¿ i electron¡, EÉ is the energy of the scattered

photon, Oc is the electron dens¡ty of the phantom

material ( electrons /cm5 ¡,þ"r3)r'. the mass energy

absorption coellicient for once scattered photons in the

phantom malerial,rrysis the linear attenuation coefficient

for first scattered photons ¡n the phantom material and

R(ê) is the radial distance from P to the edge of

lhe phantom or the geometric edge of the beam.

lntegrating equation (5.2) over r gives :

or(r) = prro"iÞ tr"' [rr( y"r/ Sl¡¡" O¿dF

^ 
nrp [Rle) ( ', .*e- *")]

u-.(âÒ e - r,
ln typical treatment conditions one has to consider

the radiation transmitted through and scattered from

three separate layers of media such as the attenuator,

the air gap and the phantom.

The primary dose to a point P in phantom is given by:

Dp(")= ÕEo lf'"/S)i
* ¿xp [Zi 

(*lxltr] '¡'"", - fi \1



where: xr , x2, xs are defined in Fig.(5.1) anayi, fi
and fi represent the primary beam linear attenuation

coeflicient for lead, air and water respectively'

The first scatter doses contributed to point P in a unit

density phantom by the three layers are:

t= rnfio *r {-Ërn..",-"J \J?ig, ,Ë"," 
Ê*

o! = eri,iiÞ n*p [-Æ [-rr;*"] -Ë*" - Ë"*r\"



The total dose at point, P, in the water phantom account-

ing for the primary beam attenuation and first scatter

from the various layers of the phantom is:

D (P) = D" (P) " pîtp) + Dî(P) + Di (P)

Using the above equations to calculate the dose to a

point when a beam modifier is used and for an open beam

one should be able to predict the transmitted fraction of

primary pholons through the attenuator for any therapeu-

tic geometry. The transmitted fractions are essentially

correction factors to be applied to the dose at point P

in the phantom measured without attenuators to get the

dose to the same point P when an attenuator of a given

thickness is inserted into the radiation beam. The

transmitted fraction can be easily measured for different

geometrical setups and such measurements will provide a

very good tool to test the accuracy of the calculated

dose using the calculational method described above. ln

the recently publìshed paper by El-Khatib (1986) an

algorithm was presented based on this theoretical model

to calculate analytÌcally the radiation transmitted

through and scattered lrom three separate layers of media

in a divergent radiation beam. The three layers repres-

ent the attenuator, the air gap and the unit density

phantom. The -broad" and .narrow" beam transmission



through lead filters for different lhickness of attenu-

ator, field size and depth in tissue for Co-60, 4 MV,

6 MV and f 0 MV x-rays was studied. The results of these

measurements were compared to the calculated dose ratios

for the same experimental conditions. Based on lhe

calculations two conclusions can be made; first that the

lransmission curyes are pure exponentials for all field

sizes and depths of measurement and second that at a

given depth in the phantom the slope of the transmission

curve depends on the field size, a larger field giving a

more penetrating beam because of an increase in scatter-

ing conkibutions lrom the attenuator to the point of

measurement. The measured data agree quite well with the

calculated ones w¡th two exceptions.

First for narrow radiation beams the slope of the meas-

ured transmission curve does depend on the depth of

measurement in the phantom, and second the deviation from

nanow beam geometry for large lields is larger for the

measured data than for the calculated curves. The first

effect has been explained by Rogers et al. (1984) by the

fact that the narrow Cobalþ60 beam contains, in addi-

tion to monoenergetic 1.25 MeV photons, some lower energy

photons originating in the source capsule and the

collimator. The lead filter and phantom preferentially

attenuate these low energy photons and consequently



harden the beam, making the transmission curve measured

at large phantom depths more penetrating. The calcula-

lion assumes a monoenergetic spectrum and therefore does

not predict this effect. For large fields this beam

hardening effect is less pronounced because it is

counterbalanced by an increased contr¡bution of the low

energy photons scattered from the attenualor to the dose

measured at shallow phantom depths, which brings ihe

slope of the transmission curve for shallow depth closer

to the slope measured at larger depths. The discrepancy

between calculated and measured transmission curves for

large radiation fields is due to neglecting the multiple

scattering in the calculations Calculated and measured

transmission curves in lead lor 4 MV x-rays revealed that

both the nanow and the broad beam undergo beam hardening

effects, causing the slope of the transmission curve to

become less steep as the lead thickness increases. The

calculations based on 4 MV spectrum obtained by Mohan

(1985) give the transm¡ssion curves which agree to within

2% w¡th the measured data, properly predicting the field

size dependence and the hardening effect, The good

agreement between calculated and measured transmission

curves for 4 MV x rays can be mainly attributed to the

incorporation ¡n the calculations the beam hardening

effects which predict well the depth dependence for a
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given f ield size.

Since the major portion of the total dose to a point ¡n

the tissue consists of primary and lirst scatter dose,

analytical calculations like lhese give a good descri-

ption ol any changes in dose to the point due lo the beam

alteration by beam modifying devices. For larger field

sizes the calculations are less accurate because of the

increased contr¡bution of multiple scattering as pointed

out by El-Khatib et al. (1986). Accurate predictions of

the dose in a phantom for various lead thicknesses and

parameters of the beam as well as the phantom can only be

achieved with Monte Carlo calculations which are both

complicated and time consuming. The Electron Gamma

Shower Monte Carlo method can take into account most of

the physics required for the energies of interest, Rogers

and Bielajew (1984): the photon interactions which can

be treated are Rayleigh scattering, photoelectric effect,

Compton scattering and pair and triplet production; the

charged particle ¡nteractions which can be accounted for

are multiple scattering, Moller scatter¡ng for electrons,

Bhabha scattering for posilrons; the continuous slowing

down approximation, positron annihilalion and brems-

strahlung. While the EGS calculation will produce by far

the most accurate results, the computation time required

(lor example one point requires an average computat¡on
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time of about 20 CPU hours on VAX 11/780 computer ) will

l¡mit the use of this method for practical calculation in

treatment planning.

5.3. X-ray dose calculation - practical methods.

A number of different methods for the calculation of dose

in a radiation beam is available. The calculational

algorithm chosen for computer planning procedures should

be sufficiently general to allow calculations to be made

for rather generalized beam conditions. lt should be

possible to calculate accurately the dose at any point

when beam shaping devices such as compensators, wedges or

blocks are introduced into the beam. When a beam

modifying filter is placed in an X-ray beam, the

characteristics of the beam change because of scattered

photons produced in lhe lilter. This eflect should be

considered in dose calculations.

Any calculational method for such cases will involve the

introduction of some correction factors. The transmitted

fraction of photons through the attenuator which is

def ined as:

TR= e-l t



where: p. is beam attenuation coefficient and I is

thickness ol the portion of the attenuator and TR cân be

considered as such a corection factor. ll is to be

applied to the dose at a point in a phantom measured

without an attenualor to get the dose to the same point

when the attenuator of thickness, t, is in the radiation

beam. The use of a narrow beam attenuation coefficient

in the calculation of TR leads to errors in the delivered

dose as high as 26y", van Dyk (1986). The magnitude of

such enors will be dependent on the geometry and the

amount of attenuator in the beam. Broad beam geometries

which apply in radiotherapy are complicated by radiation

that ¡s scattered from the absorber and reaches the

detector. The attenuat¡on of the primary radiation

component lollows lhe narrow beam exponential decrease,

the scatter component, however is hard to predict theore-

tically since it depends in a complicated fashion on the

properties of the beam, the phantom and the attenuator.

Generally therefore the transmitted lraction, TR,

measured for a given attenuat¡ng material is dependent on

beam field size, thickness of attenuator and energy of

impinging photons. The field size dependence of the

transmitted fraction of the high energy photons through

lead absorbers is well known and has been considered by

Fano (1953), Berger and Dogget (1956), Peebles et al.
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(1951 ) and Maruyama et al. (1 971 ) for radiation protec-

t¡on purposes. However, there is very little quantitative

data for therapeutic geometries. J.van Dyk (1986)

performed an experimental and theoret¡cal study of the

effect of broad beam attenuation in lead, measured in air

for Cobalt-60 and at depth of 5 cm in a water phantom for

6, 18 and 25 MV x-rays. Measured attenuat¡on

coelficients for broad beam geometries, for a 40x40 cm¿

field, approximating some treatment condit¡ons, were

found to deviate between 14% and 16%, depending on

energy, from the narrow beam geometry. The theorelical

calculations were based on t¡rst-scatter considerations

and indicated a dependence on treatment geometry. To

deal with the inegular l¡elds the sector integration

method, as outlined by Cunningham et al. (1972) and

described by equation 4.8 was employed. For a long

rectangular lield the agreement between measured and

calculated attenuation coefficients was better than 1.5%

lor all energies. This calculation does not account for

variation in absorber thickness throughout the beam.

Further refinement can be made to that methodology to

allow for more general cases when only part of a beam is

shielded or the lhickness of the absorber throughout the

beam varies. ln such case, the sectors should be

subdivided such that only the scatter from the appro-
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pr¡ate absorber thickness is included in the calcula-

tions. The effects on dose of scatlered photons genera-

ted ¡n copper filters have been studied by P,H.Huang et

al.(1986) on a 4MV x-ray beam in air for therapeut¡c

geometries. An experimental and analytical technique was

developed for obtaining quantitative information about

scattered photons from beam modifying filters. The

influence of lilter thickness, field size, distance from

the lilter and off-axis position were investigated.

Their experimental results showed that the narrow beam

effective altenuat¡on coelficient decreases slightly as

the thickness of the attenuat¡ng f¡lter increases, re-

flecting lhe progressive hardening of the x-ray beam, and

that the broad beam attenuation coefficient7^^q. decreases

drastically as lhe field size increases. When other

conditions remain constant, a shorter lilter-detector

distance results in smaller values ol f .1,. The results

indicate that the dose contribution from the scattered

photons produced in lhe filter is greater for a larger

lield size and a shorter filteÊdetector distance. For

large source to surface distances the field size depen-

dence on the effective attenuat¡on coefficient is

less pronounced. The narrow beam attenuation coeffi-

cienl, ,lLo, measured at diflerent off-axis positions

indicates that the quality of the 4 MV x-ray beam is
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relatively constant from the central axis to 50 off-

axis. At larger angles, the beam gradually becomes

softer and hence /Lo increases loward the edges of the

field, in agreement with the difference between the

central axis and off-axis energy spectra, reported by

Huang et al. (1983). The finite beam effective attenua-

tion coefficient ll*, measured across a large field
o( 30x30 cm- ) in the isocentr¡c plane increases more

rapidly with the distance from the central axis lhan,fê,

which means that more scattered photons from the lilter

are present on lhe central axis than at off-axis posi-

tions. The measured effective attenuation coefficient

for a particular field size was used to generate lhe

lhickness profiles of the wedges, and a good agreement

between the calculated and measured isodoses in water for

a I 0x1 0 .r 2 fi.ld size was achieved. Although a good

agreement with experimental results was found, lhe use of

one effective attenuation coefficient value in dose

distribut¡on calculat¡on will still give some enors for

other field sizes or different thicknesses of the

attenualor. One method proposed by Huang et al. (1986)

to avoid such errors is to introduce a correction factor.

When wedges are used clinically, isodose curves normali-

zed to the value at some reference point are employed; to

transform these relative data to absolute doses, a calcu-
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lation is made for the absorbed dose at the reference

point by using the 'Wedge factor" , which is the ratio of

the measured doses at a reference point with and without

the wedge. The "wedge factor" is a function of the beam

parameters, especially field size. To avoid large

errors the authors suggest that field size dependent

"wedge factors" should be used in dose calculations.

Similarly the concept of a field size dependent "compen-

sator factoa' for compensators was inlroduced to ensure

the accuracy of lhe delivered dose. The "hardening" of

the beam by the beam modifying filter is of limited

importance. lt was found that for copper filters the

effective attenuation coefficient changes only by 2%

per 1 cm of copper, which at 10 cm depth in water causes

less than a 1% change in attenuation.

A procedure widely employed for photon dose calculation

involves separate compulations of the primary and scatter

components of the radiation beam. Each one is manipu-

lated according lo the appropriate boundary conditions

and recombination occurs as a linal step. This method

allows very accurate handling of beam filters, missing

tissue and off-axis calculations, Bleehen et al.(1983).

The dose, D(P), to a point, P, at depth, d, in a phantom

inadiated by a beam of photons may be expressed as:

D(p) = DA(Jl ff 
(1,*.r) TAR(J,o) +sAR(a,.)] 5.10

where: D4(d) is dose in free space at depth, d, x, y



are the coordinates ol point, P in a plane perpendicular

to the beam central ray with the central ray as the

origin, f(d, x, y) is a factor describing the relat¡ve

beam intensity in air as modilied by the collimating and

flattening system, TAR(d, 0) is the zero area TAR and

describes the attenuation of the beam caused by the

thickness, d, of a phantom mater¡al and SAR(d, r) is the

scatter-air ratio at depth, d, for a beam of a radius, r,

and is defined by equation 4.7.

TAR(d, 0) values are stored ¡n look-up tables, SARs are

calculated using the method described in paragraph (4.2).

ln the case when a beam modifying filter is inserted into

lhe beam both primary and scatter components must be

modified by the transmitted fraction of photons through

the filter. The total dose to a point, P, can be written

as:

The diagram (5.2) illustrates the calculation of lhe dose

at point, P, for such a case. The primary beam at a

point, P, is modilied by the portion of a wedge

DrP) = ÞA (J ) {i 
(d',.,y) TAR (¡'o) tR +

-i+Ê Tt* (r,,e)x [snR (J, r,(ê])-SAR (J,r.(ê)-od 
tt

L.l F¿to
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immediately above it (TR), the scatter from each compo-

nent is added separately taking into account the depfh of

tissue above that element and the change in dose, in free

space due to the attenuation of the primary beam by a

lhickness of a filter above that element (TR(r, ê )).

The existing AECL computer lreatment planning algorithm

uses a simplified version of equat¡on 5.11 for rectan-

gular fields to sum the scatter fÍom the elements in a

beam. Advantage is laken of the rectangular shape of the

beam as shown schematically in Fig.(5.3), reproduced from

the AECL manual, The point, P, will receive primary

radiation which has passed through the f¡lter and has

been attenuated by it. The amount of scatter contributed

by the crosshatched volume will be dependent on the

primary radiation striking the volume and this will be

attenuated by another part of the filter. The total

scatter at point P would be the sum of a series of such

scatter terms lor each different volume, each weighted by

the primary intensity lor its position. lt is assumed

that the primary for the entire slab is approximately

equal to that at the centre of the slab and that the fil-

ter does not change its topographical shape as a function

of length and only changes of the filter thickness along

the attenuator length are incorporated in the calcula-

tions. Dose to a point P can be writlen as:
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Figure 5.2. Diagram to illustrate the calculat¡on of the

dose at point, P.
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Figure 5.3. Diagram to illustrate the calculation of the

dose at point, P, for rectangular beams.
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Dp-D¡ (p)lf (d,x,y)TR (tpb)TAR tJ,o¡ +

,$ f" t* (r¡,tio) ¡snn (J,x,!r/y, wvc ) J

where: f(d, x, y), D¡(P) and TAR(d, 0) have been ex-

plained in section 5.3. A SAR(d, x , Wy, WYC) is a measure

of the scatter to a point, P, from the crosshatched

vertical slab of a length, Wy, and width, x, n is the

number of scatter¡ng elements to be included in the

summation, TR(x¡, ti" ) is the transmitled fraction of

photons through the filter reaching the point of

calculation and þ is a factor relating the primary

for the i-th slab to ¡ts value on the central ray.

The transmitted fraction, TR, can be expressed as:

TR (x¿;tlo)= dltti"
where: 1* is the narrow beam linear attenuation coeffi-

cient of the filter material 
"nd 

to¡ is the i-th rayline

thickness of material along the rayline between the point

of calculation and the source.

ln practice, when the narrow beam linear attenuation

coeflicient and the geometrical dimensions of the

attenuator are used in dose calculations errors as high

as 26% can occur. The use of lhe broad beam attenuation

5.12

5.13
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coefficient can ¡mprove the dose calculations for some

points but, for example, lot a 45o wedge for 4 MV SH N/

linear accelerator, errors as high as 8% can still occur.

Fig.(s.a) shows the errors between measured at 10 cm

depth in a water phantom lot a 2Ox2O cm2 field beam

profile and calculated, using the Theraplan dose distri-

bution calculation algor¡thm, beam profile for the same

inadiation conditions. The practical solulion to

achieve an acceptable agreement between the measured and

calculated dose distribution is to measure the trans-

mitted fraction of photons through a given filter across

the field, and use the obtained TR values to recalculate,

according to equation (5.13), the geometrical dimensions

ol the wedge corresponding to the attenuatîon coeffi-

cients used in the calculations. These "effective"

dimensions are lhen used in future calculations. This

process requires the acquisition of data lor each

individual wedge (or compensator) and if the eror is to

be kept below 3% such data should also be obtained for

different field sizes.

ln summary, the absorbed dose from a beam of incident

photons at a point in a phantom can be presented in

simplified form as a product of the dose in free space

modified by the transmitted fraction of photons and TAR.



Figure 5.4. The enors in dose distribution calculation,

when 45ê wedge for 4 MV SHM linac is

inserted ¡nto the beam.
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D(P) = D¿" TR,TAç

where: TR is the transmitted fraction of photons through

an attenuator, TAR is tissue-air ratio and D¡ is dose in

free space.

The presence of any attenuator will have an influence on

dose in air as well as on TAR. For the amount of lead

usually used for wedges and compensators, and for 10 cm

depth in a phantom, which is a depth for which accuracy

tests are normally performed, the hardening effect on

TARs can be neglected. Therefore the main source of

errors is the transmitted lraction, TR, of photons

through the attenuator.

The dose calculational methods do not take into account

or do not account fully for the following facts:

i) the energy spectrum across the beam is dependent on

the d¡stance from the central axis for the 4MV SHM

linac

ii) the thickness of most attenuators in use (wedges,

compensators) changes throughout the beam.

iii)the 'effective field size', as defined by Day (1950)

and Jones (1949) changes throughout a given

field. ln the discussion of the lield size depend -

ance of the attenuation coefficient (van Dyk (1986))

the attenuation coelf¡cient on lhe central axis of

5.14
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the field has been considered. lt has also been

demonstrated that for inegular fields the central

axis coelficient can be obtained by Clarkson's

sector integration technique. However, for off-

axis points within a given beam the "effective

field size" will change and under some circum-

stances this can also introduce a significant

error.

The purpose of the present work was to develop a calcu-

lat¡onal method which is able to predict TR values across

any lilter from its physical properties with sufficient

accuracy to keep the errors involved within 3%. The

method developed accounts for the defciencies (i), (ii)

and (iii) described above.



5.4. The experimental parameters.

5.4.1 . lntroduction

The calculational method developed in this project takes

into account all variables which may affect the trans-

mission of photons through the attenuators, namely: the

field size, the changing thickness of the attenuator

across the field and the changes in the energy spectrum.

The values of effective attenuation coefficient measured

experimentally under different treatment conditions for

the same beam quality radiation and attenuating mater¡al

show some discrepancies, The effective attenuation

coefficient for lead for Co-60 tr -rays was found to be

0.81 cmr in an experimental work performed by Leung (1 974)

and a value of 0.77 cm-' has been reported by Wilks and

Casebows (1969) and 0.636 cm-r has been reported by van

Dyk (1986). These results strongly suggests that the

value of |,.-.+. or the transmitted fraction TR of photons,/\
through the attenuators reaching the detector is depend-

ent on the experimental setup and thus the simulation of

treatment conditions for the transmission measurement is

very important, Care was taken to ensure that the

experimental setup will resemble the typical treatment

geometry. The source-attenuator-detector arrangement was

such as when wedges are being used.



5.4.2. Radiation sources.

5.4.2.1. Cobalt-60.

The source of the Co-60 ç -rays employed in this work is

a Theratron 'F" Cobalt- 60 teletherapy unit with a SSD

(source to surÍace distance) of 75 cm. The source

provided an exposure rule of 127.6 roentgens per minute

at 75 cm distance when measured on May 11,1987.

5.4.2.2. MV x-rays.

The source of 4 MV x-rays employed in this work is a 4 MV

SHM Therapi 4 medical linear accelerator with a SSD of

80 cm. The linac produces a parallel beam of 4 MeV

electrons, approximatèly 3 mm in diameter. This electron

beam strikes the target made of high Z material, and the

x-ray lield produced is flattened by a lead llattening

filter which is designed to produce optimum field

flatteness at a l0 cm depth in a phantom. The primary

collimators provide a maximum field size of 32x32 cm2 at

80 cm SSD. The deplh of maximum dose is 1.2 cm

measured in water for a 1 0x10 .r! fi"ld at 80 cm SSD.

The x-ray output is approximately 0.01 cGy per radiation

pulse at a distance of 80 cm in air for the target with a

pulse rate equal to 240 per sec.
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5.4.3. Dosimetry devices.

The exposure measurements were carried out with a

Capintec - 61 143 air equivalent plastic Farmer Replace-

ment ionization chamber with an effective volume of

0.6 ml. The chamber has a diameter 7 mm and length of

22 mm and an air equivalent plastic wall of 50 mg/cml

thickness, ln all measurements the chamber was used with

the appropriate buildup cap i.e. 0.5 g/cm¿ Lucite cap for

Co-60 f îays radiation and 1.5 g/cmz Lucite cap for 4MV

x-rays. The buildup cap thickness was furnished to

prevent secondary electrons generated by the filter from

entering the active volume and to provide build up. The

ionization chamber was connected to a Keithley 35614

dosimeter. The equipment was turned on and allowed to

stabilize. A number of readings of leakage current

integrated over 1min. were taken while the machine was

"off" and the effect was found to be negligeable. Hanson

et al.(1986) found that the effect of irradiating the

ent¡re stem is not significant and this effect was

ignored. Each signal represented charge collected for a

fixed reading of 200 monitor units ( 1 monitor un¡t

corresponds approximately to I ccy at 80 cm SSD at 1.2 cm

in water for a 1 Oxl O .r¿ f i.ld¡ in the case of the 4MV x-

rays and for a fixed timê of 1 min.-conected for the

shutter error for a Co-60 machine. The combined
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variat¡on for the detector and monitor circuit was

evaluated by repeated exposures without the attenuators

and was found to be w¡thin 1% of the mean value.

A beam profile scanner was used to measure the effect of

lhe f¡lters on dose distr¡bution in a water phantom. Two

beam profiles were measured for a given wedge for each

machine. The first profile was measured without the

lilter in the beam for a flat surfaced phantom at 10 cm

depth. The second beam profile was made at the same

depth in a water phantom wilh the lilter inserted into

the beam. The latter beam profile was normalized at 10

cm depth in water at the central axis to the open beam

profile. The size of the lield was defined at the

surface of the phantom. The scans were taken across the

radiation f ield at 1 0 cm depth with an EMI two-dimen-

sional isodose plotter, equipped with 0.1 .r5 PTW

ionization chamber. Fig.(5.5) shows the Automatic 2D

lsodose Plotter System manufactured by EMI Therapy

Systems. The three units which are ident¡fied in

Fig.(5.5) are integrated into a dual dosimeter circuit,

an X-Y positioning circuit, and an analog and digital

control circuit. The Automatic 2D lsodose Plotter system

is capable of making two dimensional measurements of a

cross-section of the radiation field in a water phantom.

When a radiation beam is directed through the phantom,
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Figure 5.5. Automat¡c 2D isodose plotter system conligu-

ration.
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a detector probe scans the radiation field according to

the specified mode of operation, and provides a signal

indicating its position and the ¡ntensity of the radia-

tion at a point to the Control Console. The Control

Console processes this signal and sends that voltage to

the X-Y Recorder which plots the measurements on graph

paper. The system may be used to obtain the iollowing

relat¡ve measurements: beam profiles, depth dose curves

and isodose curves.

5.4.4. Experimental setup.

The transmission data were measured for the .experimental

setups shown in Fig.(s.6) and in Fig.(5.7). The lead

sheets used as absorber mater¡al for these experiments

were nominally gg.g o/. pure lead of 11.36 g/crÊ density.

The lead covered the entire beam and thicknesses were

determined by dividing the weight by the area and density

for each absorber thickness. The absorber thicknesses

were 1.1, 5.33, 8.76 and 14.9 mm. The maximum value was

determined by the clearance between the machine diaphragm

and the wedge tray. The lead sheets were sequentially

placed over a thin Lucite Vay. The ion chamber was set

up coaxially with the beam at a lixed source to ion

chamber distance of 75 cm in the case of the Theratron.F'

Co-60 machine and of 80 cm ¡n lhe case of the 4 MV SHM



Figure 5.6. The experimental setup for the transmission

study for Co-60 radiation.
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Figure 5.7. The experimental setup for the transmission

study for 4 MV x-rays.
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linac. The size of the field was large enough to clearly

enclose the buildup cap. The measurements were performed

for all attenuator thicknesses lor field sizes of 3.5x

g.s .rl sxs cmf n7 cti 10x10 cml 15x15 cni and 20x20 cnF

for the Co-60 machine and for field sizes of 3.5x3.5 cml

5x5 cml t0x10 cml 15x15 cml 20x20 cmrand 30x30 cmßfor the

4 MV SHM linac. A diagram of the experimental setup for

off-axis measurements is shown in Fig.(5.8) only for the

4MV SHM linac. The energy spectrum for the Co-60 machine

does not change significantly across the radiation field.

The lield sizes set by coll¡mators were 30x3.5 .r? SO*

s cml soxz cmaand 30x10 cma at the ion chamber position,

and the thick lead blocks defining lhe size of a square

field in the other direction were placed below the

attenuating lead sheets on the block tray. The gantry

was rotated to different -angles to position the off-

axis beam verlically and the measurements lor the given

field sizes at d¡fferent positions off-axis at z? S? Z'

and g " from the central axis were performed. ln this

experimental technique of Hanson et al.(1980) oblique

incidence is automatically accounted for since measure-

ments are taken along off-axis rays. The TR values

across a 30x30 cmÈ 4 MV x-rays radiation field were

measured at 80 cm distance from the source, at Z? S? l'
and 9"off the central axis for attenuators 5.33, 8.76 and
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Figure 5.8. Experimental setup for transmission measure-

ments at different oC'angles off the central

axis.
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14.9 mm thick. The results are depicted in Fig.(5.13).

For Co-60 radiation beam such measurements were not

performed, since such data was not required for the

improvement in dose distribution calculations.

5.5. The transmitted fraction of photons through lhe

attenuator-TR.

The transmitted fractions are the ratios of detector

signals for the same experimental setup with and without

the attenuating mater¡al in a beam. The Lucite sup-

port¡ng tray was considered to be a part of a treatment

head and was left in place for all measurements.

Experimental uncertainties in all fansmitted fraction

measurements were determined by making each measurement

several times. The enors were within 1.2 % of the

mean value.

The results of the transmission measurements for a Co-60

(-ray beam are shown in Fig.(5.9) and for 4 MV x-rays in

Fig.(5.10). The transmitted fraction of photons lhrough

the lead filters is plotted as a function of the radius

of the field instead of the side of a square field. This

conversion is done by using lhe equivalent field method

as described by Jones (19a9), Day (1950) and Batho et

al.(1956). Each curve represents data for a differênt

thickness of the attenuating filter. The zero area
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Figure 5.9. The transmission through lead for Co-60

¡È -rays as a function af radius of the

field, each curve is plotted for a different

thickness of the lead filter.
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Figure 5.10. The transmission through lead for 4 MV

x-rays as a function of radius of the

field, each curve is plotted for a differ-

€nt thiokness of the lead filter.
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values for the transmitted fraction of photons through a

given attenuator were obtained by extrapolating (by hand)

the TR values measured for few small field sizes to lhe

zero area field. The points for large field sizes, for

4 MV x-rays, marked by crosses, were not obtained by

d¡rect measurements but are the results of extrapolation

which is part of a SARTAB routine of the Theraplan

calculation algorithm. This extrapolation technique is

described in appendix A,

Results for 4 MV x-rays show that the curves increase

smoothly with increasing number of scattered photons

reaching the detector. The curves tend to level off at

very large field radii. ïhe differences between the

total transmitted fractions and the zero area values,

which represent the scatter component of the total

transmittance are plotted in Fig.(5.11). The scatter

component increases with the thickness of the scattering

material for a given lield size, which is expected, since

a thicker layer of the scattering material will produce

more scattered photons. For further use in calculations

data for different thicknesses of attenuating material

than have been measured are needed. Therefore the

TR (t 

"b 
) values for different radii of the f ield as a

lunction of the attenuator thickness were plotted and are

shown in Fig.(5.12). Values for different thicknesses



Figure 5.1 l. The scatler component of the total trans-

mission plotted as a function of the radius

of the field, each curve corresponds to a

different lhickness of the lead filter.
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Figure 5.12. The total transmitted fraction of photons

plotted as a function of the attenuator

thickness, each curve for a different

radius of the field size.
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can then be read fom the graph. As was mentioned in

section 2.2. the energy spectrum for 4 MV x-rays in the

central part of a photon beam is somewhat harder than in

the region near the edge of the beam. Since the varia-

tion of spectrum across the beam is important when

calculating the transmission through an attenuator, the

transm¡tted fractions, TR, at different oc -angles for

a few small field sizes have been measured. The results

of these measurements are presented in Fig.(5.13). Each

point, for TRo is lhe result of the extrapolation from

measurements performed for several small field sizes.

These data are presented on a semilogarithmic scale in

Fig.(5.1a). Data for different thicknesses of attenu-

ating material for different off axis points of calcula-

tion can be read from these graphs. The result of all

lhose measurements is a complete set of transmission data

for different lhicknesses of lead filters, lield sizes

and distances from the central axis. For 4 MV x-rays the

results are presented in Table 5.1. The zerc area

transmitted fractions can be presented as a double

exponential function of lead thickness,t and distance

f rom the central axis,w :

TR.(t""r*) = (t-e) d"'tt*+ A 'o'osE+'?b

where: A=0.954-0.006w

5.1 5

oô



Figure 5.13. The zero arêa component of the total

transmission and the the total TR measured

across the radiation field as a funct¡on of

the distance off the central axis, each

curve represents data for different filter

thickness.
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Figure 5.14, The zero area component of the total

transmission as a function of the attenu-

ator thickness, each curve representing

data for a different position off the

central axis.
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Table 5.1. The transmission data as measured and

extrapolated for different lead thickness,

and radius of the field. The zero area and

scatter component are displayed in different

columns.
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ând w is lhe distance between the central and off axis

ray as measured in the plane perpendicular to the central

axis at the SSD distance from the source and is related

to the olf axis ê¿-angle:

w = SSD x tancs

5.5.1 . Analysis.

The relative transmission of the high energy photons

through lead absorbers is dependent on the field size,

the thickness of the attenuator, the spectrum of the

radiation and on lhe source-surface distance.

The spectrum of the rad¡ation impinging on the absorber

consists of the primary radiation and the scatter

component from the collimator. The primary component of

radiation for a Co-60 source will not depend on the

position off axis while the scatter component will depend

on the field size and consequently on the position off

axis.

For larger fields, the opening of the collimator is

larger and more scattered photons will arrive at the

detector positioned at some point, P at a given SSD. For

smaller fields, because ot the smaller opening the

scattered photon has less of a chance of getting out

w¡thout ¡nteracting with the collimator material a second

time. Thus the exposure rate increases with field size.

5.15.
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The increase is more significant at smaller field size.

When the field size is very large, lhe exposure rate

attains a maximum value and should eventually decrease,

because the scattering angle becomes to large and is not

favourable for the Compton scattering process. The

photons scattered lrom the collimators are of lower

energy than the primary photons, thus with increasing

field size the soft radiation component of the impinging

radiation beam on the absorber increases, causing the

resultant photon spectrum to become solter as the field

size increases. Thus the transmitted fraction, TR, is

expected to decrease with increasing field size, since

the lower energy photons will be more absorbed. However,

the absorber introduced into the radiation beam becomes

the next source of scattered radiation, and this compo-

nent will be field size dependent too. The total

transmitted fraction of photons reaching the detector

will increase with field size due to increased number of

photons scaüered lrom the attenuator.

The relative importance of these two effects will depend

on the radiation, collimator design and on the amount of

the absorbing material.

From the transmission data, depicted in Fig.(5.9), for

Co-60 radiation, it can be seen that these two
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effects counterbalance almost completely, except for very

large fields. The effective attenuation coefficients

calculated from these data, and presented in Fig.(5.15),

show substantial dependence on the thickness of the

attenuating material and much smaller dependence on the

lield size. lt is possible to ar¡ve at an acceptable

accuracy for the calculated dose distribution by using

attenuation coefficients conesponding lo the thickness

of the the attenuator along raylines, averaged over the

range of clinically employed lield sizes. Such a

calculation was performed for a 20þ wedge for the

Theratron 'F' Cobalt-60 and the comparison with the

measured dose distribution is presented in section 5.6.2.

The transmission data for 4 MV x-rays show the TR

dependence on the lield size, attenuator thickness and

off axis position of the measuring point. The photon

spectrum impinging on the attenuator depends on the

distance from lhe central axis because of the elfect

which the flattening filter has on the radiation beam.

Fig.(2.10) shows the change in the spectrum at different

positions off axis, the beam becoming softer towards the

edges of lhe beam. For 4 MV there is a more pronounced

dependence of the TR on field size, indicating the

predominance of scattered photons lrom the absorber.

Therefore, for the 4 MV x-rays the off-axis change in



Figure 5. 15. Effective attenuation coeff icient as a

function of lhe attenuator thickness, each

curve represents data for different field

size.
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spectrum and the field size dependence of the TR will

have to be taken into eonsideration in the following

analysis.

5.6. The TB calculational method.

The calculational method developed in this project takes

inlo account all variables, except the dependence on the

SSD, which may affect the transmission of photons through

the attenuators, namely: the lield size, the changing

thickness of attenuator across the field and the changes

¡n the energy spectrum.

The calculational method is based on the concept of

separating mathematically the primary and secondary

components. The primary component ¡s the primary

radiation transmitted through the attenuator and the

scatter component is due to photons scattered uniformly

throughout the volume of the attenuating material. Since

these two components are functions of somewhat different

parameters, it is useful to consider each component

separately and combine them as the last stage in the

calculation.

The total transmitted fraction of photons through lhe

attenuator can be written as:

TR(t?b'r) = TRo(t*) + TR"Ç,-) 5.17

where:
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f R( to ) is the zero area transmitted fraction

and TRr (!r¡') is the scatter component of total

transmitted fraction.

Zeto area in this context means the absence of scattered

photons. lf the irradiated area ( volume) is reduced, so

that r approaches 0, the scatter radiation reaching the

point will tend to disappear while the primary radiation

will remain.

lim TR ( t"",r ) = TRo( t"b) 5.18

This limit musl be thought of as an empirical one which

can best be obtained graphically by plotting TR(t 
"o,r 

)

as a function of a radius of field size and extrapolat¡ng

it to r =0. TRo is a measure of the transmitted. fraction

of primary photons through the attenuator,and it will be

a lunction of thickness of the attenuating material and

the quality of the radiation. Since the spectrum changes

for off-axis positions, TR will also depend on the off-

axis position of the point of calculation.

The dilference between the total TR measured for a given

field size and the zerc arca value for lhe same amount of

attenuating material, see Fig.(5.16), will depend on how

many photons were scattered by the inadiated volume of

lhe filter and reached the point of measurement. This

scatter component will be a function of the thickness of

the attenuator and field size, and lt is assumed that the
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Figure 5.16. Diagram illustrating the zero area and

scatter component of the total transmiited

fract¡on.
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scatter component, TRg, is independent of the changes in

the radiation spectrum across the beam. The off-axis

changes in tho scatter component are attributed exclu-

sively to changes in the effective field size.

Furthermore, it has been assumed that the effect¡ve

field size can be considered to consist of sectors of

circular fields and that the scatter component for such

circular fields does not depend on the oflaxis position

of the centre of the lield. The last assumption is

essential for the application of the sector integration

technique to an off-axis calculation point and for the

use of the sector integration technique as outlined by

Clarkson (1941) and presented in section 4.2. This

technique was originally introduced to calculate scat-

tered rad¡ation in a t¡ssue; but is used here to calcu-

late the scatter radiation in an attenuator.

Let us outline the steps involved in sector integration

as applied to the calculation of the scatter component of

the total transmittance.

The TR form a quantity that can be determined from

measuremenls and can be tabulated as a means of describ-

ing radiation scattered from an irradiated volume. Their

use can be illustrated by referring to Fig.(5.17).

This diagram shows a cross-section of a radiation beam.

Point, P, is a point somewhere within the beam. The



Figure 5.17. Diagram showing thê representation of a

beam of rectangular cross-section by a

summation of sectors of circular beams;

is the angular width of one sector at

an angle ê and R(O) is its radius.
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crosshatched region is a sector of a circle with radius,

rLrand thickness, l?b. The contr¡bution to TRs from this

sector at the point P can be taken as:

TRs (t""r.i\ ( te/ zr\
where Áê is the angular width of a sector.

The whole of the iradiated volume can be covered by a

series of such sectors and the scatter component of the

total transmitted fraction of photons through the filter

5.19

can be wr¡tten as:
h

TRs (t?',P) t ++TR.(te',.¡) 5.20

where: 2'11ln is the number of sectors required to cover

the irradiated part of the attenuator and

TR (tt r ¿ ) is the scatter contr¡bution to point ,

P, for a circular field of radius, r¿¡ and f ilter

thickness, te5.

The use of sectors of circular radiation beams to re-

present components of beams of any shape involves some

simplifying assumptions:

1) The scattered radiation lrom each sector to the apex

is the same in the circular beam ( for which measured

data is available) as ¡t is in the actual beam, and

the TR for a circular field does not depend on the

off-axis position of the centre of the field.

2) lt is assumed that the surface of the inadiated

aüenuator is at right angles to the ray from the
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source to the point of calculation. This will not be

true for points near an edge of the beam.

3) lt is assumed that the radiation field is uniform

across the sector

When, for example, a wedge is present not a filter of

uniform thickness, the thickness of the attenuator will

vary at every point in the lield. lt has been shown by

Cunningham (1978) that the scatter funct¡on can be

differentiated so as to produce a quantity describing

the amount of scatter reaching a point from a volume

element. ln order to do so, each angular sector has to

be divided into radial elements,.A r, as shown on

Fig.(5.18). A value of A r can be made small enough to

ensure a good accuracy of calculation. The contribution

from each such element can be added separately, taking

into account the thickness of the lilter elêment at the

position of each 6r element. Thus we can write TR" as:

tt ?i,.
TR s 

(t pb,?, =å +*{tR e 
( tes,'i I -TR,(to", rr-aì]

The total scatter contribution to a point P is obtained

by summing the scatter along each sector, and finally by

summing the total Írom each sector over the whole field.

A program TRSCAT has been written which calculates the

scatter component of the total transmiRance at any point
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Figure 5.18. D¡agram showing a schematic representation

of the geometry for the transmitted

fraction calculation at poìnt P due to

scatter arising within a volume element

through point Q. The right hand diagram

shows the beam cross section through points

P and O.





for an arbitrary attenuator, for inegular fields, and

which takes into account two dimensional attenuators.

Filters are assumed to have the same cross-sect¡on along

the length of the filter. The program TRSCAT was wr¡tten

in PASCAL for an IBM PC computer and is given in appendix

B. At every point of calculation the primary component,

TRo, of the total transmitled f raction of photons through

the attenuator has to be added to the scatter, TR5. As

was mentioned previously the energy spectrum, for

example, for the 4MV x-ray linac varies with the distance

f rom the central axis and this effect will cause the TR o

values to depend on the distance from the central axis.

As has been shown in a previous section the TRo can be

expressed by a double exponential function of thickness

ol lead and distance from the central axis.

The total transmitted fraction of photons, TR can then be

wÍitten as:

TRp(tpb) = T\(t""'*) +

-.i *+ 
"Ë*[ro 

r, r"", r.) -TR e (tes, ri-d,. )]

And the whole calculational concept is depicted in

Fig.(5.19). This calculational method should allow for

an accurate calculation of the total transmitted fraction

TR through an arbitrary attenuator, at any point of

5.22
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Figure 5.19. Diagram illustrating the sector integralion

method of calculating the transmitted

fraction of photons at any point in the

radîation field.





interest, provided the geometrical dimensions and trans-

mission data are known.

The validity of the assumptions inherent in the above

calculation algorithm were tested by comparing calculated

and measured values of TR 5 for a Pb slab of uniform

thickness (5.33 mm) and of TR for the 45 " wedge for the

4 MV SHM linac.

5.6.1. The calculational results.

The accuracy of the calculation was tested by compar¡ng

the measured and calculated TR values across given a

attenuator and the calculated ones. The input data for

the algorithm are the lookup tables containing the

geomefical dimensions of the attenuator and scatter

component values, TRt, as given in Table 5.1. The TRo is

calculated using equation 5.1 5. The results for a

5.33 mm Pb slab is given in Table 5.2. The TR o was

measured al 2",5o,7oand gooff or 2.8, 7, 9.8 cm and

12.6 cm from the centre along a major axis of a 30x30 cmÈ

field. The TR a values can be obtained from equation

5.15, but for this parlicular slab they would be tha same

as those given in Fig.(5.13). The calculated values for

TRg are given in Table 5.2 in the forth row. lt can be

seen from Fig.(5.20) lhat the largest difference between

the measured and calculated TR values is %



Table 5.2. The transmitted fraction values across

the 30x30 .r ¿ f¡rld at different points,for

the 5.33 mm thick Pb slab.

TH- - measured TR

TR.r - zero area TR

TR g - scatter contribution, measured

TRe.: scatter contribution, calculated
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Figure 5.20. The errors between measured and calculated

TR values for a 5.33 mm slab.
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The next test was done for a 45ô wedge for the 4 MV SHM

linac. The total transmitted fractions of photons across

this wedge have been measured and the comparison with the

calculated values for the same irradiation conditions are

shown in Table 5.3 and in Fig.(5.21). Table 5.3 contains

the TR values for the 45o wedge for tho 4 MV SHM linac, as

measured for the thickness of the portion of the filter

along appropriate raylines. The TR o values are added to

the scatter component, TR3, calculated for the same point

and which are tabulated in the last column of this table.

The errors between measured and calculated TR values are

shown in Fig.(5.22). The largest error is 2.5.V" at lhe

thin end of the 45o wedge. This disagreement is mainly

due to the fact that the values of the TRs are measured

with a large ionization chamber which detects photons

coming from the portion of the wedge of rapidly changing

thickness, thus the field gradient across the ion chamber

occurs and the measured values tend to be overestimated.
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Table 5.3. The measured TR and calculated TR 

" 
values

for the 45o wedge lor 4 MV SHM linac.
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jisfance from
he central ¿xis

w (cm)

wedge thìck ness

along ragline
rpb (m m)

TRo TR."*

- 8.4

-7
-i5.6

-4.2
-2.8

0
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7
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Figure 5.21. Comparison of measured and calculated

transmitted fÍactions across the 45 
ê wedge.

Bottom part shows the transmitted fractions

as a function of the distance from the

central axis.
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Figure 5.22. The enors between measured and calculated

TR values for 45owedge for 4 MV SHM linac.
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5.6.2. The final dose distribution calculation.

The third tesl and the main one for the whole calcula-

tional concept is to determine the extent of an agreement

that can be obtained between measured and calculated

dose distributions in a phantom at a depth of 10 cm,

which is the standard acceptance test for all beam

modifiers in use. ln order to do so the measured and

calculated beam profiles are needed at this standard

depth for the same iradiation conditions, namely: field

size, source to surface distance and source to wedge

distance. The beam profiles for an open field and a

field altered by the 20o wedge lor a Co-60 beam are shown

in Fig.(5.23). The profiles are measured in a water

phantom at the depth of 1o cm for a 18x18 .rqf¡.ld rit.
as defined at the surface of the phantom. The beam

profiles for 45 o wedge and open field for the 4 MV SHM

linac are depicted in Fig.(5.2a), for a 19x19 cms lield

size. Using the calculated TR values as input wedge

data for the dose distribution calculation algorithm

(AECL Theraplan) the beam proliles for the same inadia-

tion conditions as the measured ones were obtained. Both

calculated and measured profiles are shown in Fig.(5.25)

lor Co-60 and in Fig.(5.26) for 4 MV linac. The results

of lhe comparison of the calculated beam profile and ths

measured one in terms of the percentage eror between
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Figure 5.23. The Co-60 beam profiles for an open field

and modified field altered by the

20o wedge.





Figure 5.24. The beam proliles for 45 
o wedge and open

field for the 4 MV SHM linac.
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Figure 5.25. The calculated and measured beam proliles

lor 2Oo wedge for CO-60.
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Figure 5.26. The calculated and measured beam profiles

Íor 45 " wedge for the 4 MV linac.
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those two beam profiles are shown in Fig.(5.27) and in

Fig.(5.28) for a 20 
o wedge for Co-60 and a 45é wedge lor

the 4 MV linac respectively. The errors vary from 0-

2,7 o/o, lhe largest being recorded at the thin end of the

wedges, The comparison with the Fig.(5.4) which shows

the errors involved when the existing dose calculation

procedure is used, reveals that most of the improvement

was obtained at the thicker part of the wedge.

For the real situation when the patient is treated the

surface is not flat, which means that the depth of

calculation changes throughout the field. The calcula-

tional method described and tested as above does not take

¡nto account the effect of the source to point of calcu-

lation distance on the TRs. To test if this method can

be used lor points ât different depths, the comparison of

the calculated and measured beam profiles, for a 45 o

wedge for the 4 MV linac, at 5 cm and 15 cm depth in a

water phantom was done. Both calculated and measured

prof iles are shown in Fig.(5.29) and Fig.(30). The

results of the comparison of the calculated and measured

beam profiles are presented in terms of the percentage

error between those two beam profiles at two different

depth are shown in Fig.(5.31). One can see that the

effors are increasing with depth, but are within a 3 %

limit, which still is considered to be acceptable. lt
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Figure 5.27. Comparison of the measured and calculated

beam profiles for a 20o wedge for Co-60.
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Figure 5.28. Comparison of the measured and calculated

beam profiles lor a 45 o wedge for the 4 MV

linac,
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Figure 5.29. The calculated and measured beam profiles

at 5 cm dePth, for a 45" wedge for

the 4 MV linac.
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Figure 5.30. The calculated and measured beam profiles

at 15 cm depth, for a 45o wedge for the

4 MV linac.
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Figure 5.31. Comparison of the measured and calculated

beam profiles, at 5 cm and 15 cm depths for

a 45 
o wedge for the 4 MV linac.
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appears that for the geometries with different SSD than

considered in this project one should use the trans-

mission data measured lor the particular set up, to avoid

large, unacceptable errors in dose calculation.
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VI, CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this report was undertaken in an

effort to improve the dose distr¡bution calculation

whenever beam modifying devices are inserted into the

rad¡ation beam using the Theraplan dose calculation

algorithm. With this algorithm which is a part of the

treatment planning program in use in the Manitoba Cancer

Treatment and Research Foundation one can expect errors

in dose calculation as high as 8% when for example a

wedge is used. The goal to be achieved was to reduce

those errors below 3%. The basic concept relies on the

assumption that the presently used algorithm takes care

of the changes of the attenuating and scatter¡ng condi-

tions in a phantom, and that the hardening effects caused

by the introduction of the lead attenuator into the

photon beam is small enough not to affect the TAR values

used in the dose calculation. For the amount of lead

used for typical compenlators or wedges and for the depth

¡n phantom of 10 cm this assumption proved to be reaso-

nable. Thus the only modification to lhe presently used

calculations which is required to ¡mprove these calcula-

tions in the determination of the transmitted fraction of

photons for the attenuator, TR, ( at every point of

interest). These calculated TR essentially are cor-
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rection factors to be applied to the dose at a point in a

phantom without the attenuator to get the dose to the

same point when an attenuator is in the radiation beam,

and they can be used as input wedge data for further dose

distribution calculations. lt was shown that such

calculation improved the accuracy to the extend of being

able to keep the errors w¡thin the 3% limit.

All exper¡ments were performed with the attenuators

covering the whole radiation beam. Further work is

needed to solve problems involved in a situation of

partially blocked fields, when beam altering devices

cover only a part of the radiation beam. The calculation

method developed for this project does not predict, for

example lhe penumbra effect on the edge of a block.
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APPENDIX A.

The behaviour of lhe scatter component of the transmitted

fraction of photons through the attenuator for 4 MV X-

rays as a function of radius is shown in Figure (4.1) for

the 1.5 cm thick attenuator. lt is a typical curve'

which increases at f¡rst rapidly with an increasing

radius and then more slowly, tending to level off for

large radii. For computer work is convenient to store a

table of data and use look-up and interpolation proce-

dures than to fit such curves to analytical lunctions.

The circles on the curve for TR5(t' r') are at equivalent

radii, for which measurements have been made' There are

no measurements either for very small radii or very large

radii, and, in fact, for radii greater than 14 cm. The

TR s (tpb, r ) divided by radius forms a f unction which

varies less rapidly than does the TR g itself , and is

shown on the Figure (A.1) as a dashed curve. This

function, TRa(t* r )/r can be used as an aid in extrapo-

lating the data for large radii. The TR 9 gradually

increases as lhe radius increases. TRs(ho,r )ir , except

for the initial portion of the curve, must smoothly

decrease towards zero. The extrapolation of the TRt /r

function to 0 value for very large radius was used to

obtain TRr(t* r ) for large radii.
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Figure 4.1. The scatter component of the Vansmitted

fraction of photons for circular beams

plotted against the radius of the beam for

1.5 cm thick attenuator for 4 MV X-rays.

The curve shown as dashed line is the

TRs(Ld r )f and refers to the ordinate

scale on the right.
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APPENDIX B. Program TRSCAT;

type
row = anay[1 ..20] of real;
aï = anay[1 ..15,1..15] of real;
sdata = record

integer;
:integer;
all;

integer;
fow;

n
m
s

end;
rdata = record

n
Í

end;

Var
i,nw,Nc,ip,n,j,ni,nj,L,Jd,nri,k,w:integer;

x1,y1,x2,y2,v ec,v,cross,ze,zeta,g,theta,xzero,yzero,
dnom,phi,delta,delt,psi,ri,scl,sc2,SCAT,Dc,delr,ri2,
rid,cor2,ther,gar, xr¡,scat l,coga,scat2:real;

X,Y:anay[1 ..12] of real;
sar:arr;
sardat : sdata;
sarfile : file of sdata;
rlile,wf ile,xrf ile : lile of rdata;
R,Dep,wedge,XR: row;
rdat,depdat,wdat,xrdat :rdata;
noloop : boolean;
ch : char;
filename : string[12];

begin

{This part of the program reads in sar, r, dep, wedge,
XR,ni, nj, and nw from files)

writeln('Default names for liles?');
read(kbd,ch);
if ch = 'y' then
begin

assign (sarf ile,'sar.dat') ;

reset(sarfile);
read(sarf ile,sardat) ;

ni := sardat.n;
nj := sardat.m;
sar := sardat.s;
close(sarfile);
assign (rf ile,'r.dat');



reset(rfile);
read(rf¡le,rdat);
if rdat.n <> ni then writeln('WARNING sar and R have
incompatible sizes');
R := rdat.r;
close(rlile);
assign(rf ile,'dep.dat') ;

reset(rfile);
read(rf ile,depdat);
if depdat.n <> nj then writeln('WARNING sar and Dep
have incompatible sizes');
Dep := depdat.r;
close(rfile);
assign (wf ile,'wedge.dat') ;

reset(vrfile);
read(wf ile,wdat);
nw := wdat.n;
wedge := wdat.r;
close(wfile);
assign (xrf ile,'xr.dat') ;

reset(xrfile);
read(xrfile,xrdat);
if nw <> wdat.n then writeln('WARNING NW is

different');
xr := xrdat.r;
close(xrfile);

end
else
begin

begin
{read from f ile}
ì,riteln('enter name of file containing sar');
{$l-1
repeat

noloop := true;
read ln (f ile n ame);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('enter a legal file name, e.g.
a:sar.dat');
noloop := lalse;

end;
until noloop;
{$l+i
assign(sarf ile,f ilename) ;

reset(sarlile);
read(sarf ile,sardat) ;

ni := sardat.n;
nj := sardat.m;



sar := sardat.S;
close(sarfile);
writeln('do you wish to see sar ? (y/n)');
read(kbd,ch);
if ch = 'y' then
begin

for i:= 1 to nj do
begin

clrscr;
writeln('row ',i:2);
forj:=ltoni do
begin

writeln(j:2,' : ',sar[i,j]:15:5);
end;
wr¡teln('press any key to continue');
repeat
until keypressed;

end;
end;

end;

begin
{read lrom file}
writeln('enter name of file containing R');

{$t-1
repeat

nolooP := true;
readln (f¡lename);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('enter a legal file name, e.g.
a:R.dat');
noloop := false;

end;
until noloop;
{$l+}
assign(rlile,f ilename);
reset(rfile);
read(rfile,rdat);
if rdat.n <> ni then writeln('WARNING sar and R
have incompatible sizes');
R := rdat.r;
close(rfile);
writeln('do you wish to see R ? (y/n)');
read(kbd,ch);
if ch = 'y' then
begin

clrscr;
forj:=1toni Co
begin
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wr¡teln0:2,' : ',rül:15:5);
end;
writeln('press any key to continue');
repeat
until keypressed;

end;

{read from f ile}
writeln('enter name of file containing Dep');
{$t-¡
repeat

noloop := true;
read ln (f ile n ame);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('enter a legal file name, e.g.
a:Dep.dat');
noloop := false;

end;
until noloop;
i$l+i
assign (rf ile,f ilename);
reset(rfile);
read(rfile,depdat);
if depdat.n <> ni then writeln('WARNING sar and Dep
have incompatible sizes');
Dep := depdat.r;
close(rfile);
writeln('do you wish to see Dep ? (y/n)');
read(kbd,ch);
if ch = 'y' then
begin

clrscr;
forj:=1toni do
begin

writeln(j:2,' : ',depül:15:5);
end;
writeln('press any key to continue');
repeat
until keypressed;

writeln('enter name of file containing wedge');
{$t-¡
repeat

noloop := true;
readln(filename);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

end;
end;



wr¡teln('enter a legal f¡le
a:R.dat');
noloop := false;

end;
until noloop;
i$l+)
assi gn (vuf i le,f il en am e) ;

reset(wfile);
read(wf ile,wdat);
nw := wdat.n;
wedge := wdat.r;
close(wfile);
writeln('do you wish to see wedge
read(kbd,ch);
if ch = 'y' then
begin

clrscr;
for j:= 1to nw do
begin

writeln(:2,'
end;

: ',wedgeljl:15:5);

writeln('press any key to continue');
repeat
until keypressed;

end;

wr¡teln('enter name of file containing XR');
{$t-1
repeat

noloop := true;
readln(filename);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('enter a legal file name, e.g.
a:R.dat');
noloop := false;

end;
until noloop;
{$l+}
assign(xrf ile,f ilename);
reset(xrfile);
read(xrfile,xrdat);
if nw <> wdat.n then writeln('WARNING NW is

different');
xr := xrdat.r;
close(xrlile);
writeln('do you wish to see XR ? (y/n)');
read(kbd,ch);
if ch = 'y' then
begin

name, e.g.

? (y/n)');



clrscr;
forj:=ltonwdo
begin

writeln(:2,' : ',xrül:15:5);
end;
writeln('press any key to continue');
repeat
until keypressed;

end;
end;

Writeln('enter no of corners');
{$rl
repeat
begin

noloop := true;
readln(nc);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('please enter an integer between 1 and
12',!-;
noloop := false;

end
else
begin

il (nc <= 0) or (nc > 12) lhen
begin

writeln('please enter an integer between 1 and
1z',);
noloop := false;

end;
end;

end;
until noloop;
{$l+}
For i:=1 to nc do
begin

writeln ('Enter coord of corner ',i);
{$t-}
repeat

noloop := true;
readln(x[i],y[i]);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('please enter two real numbers
separated by a blank');
noloop := false;

end;
until noloop;
{$l+}
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end;
x[nc+1] := x[1];
y[nc+1] := y[1];
writeln ('origin');
{$l-1
repeat

noloop := true;
readln(xzero,yzero);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('please enter two real numbers separated
by a blank');
noloop := false;

end;
until noloop;
{$l+}

writeln('Enter Dc');
{$t-i
repeat

noloop := true;
readln(Dc);
if lOresult <> 0 then
begin

writeln('please enter a real number');
noloop := false;

end;
until noloop;
{$l+}

For i:=1 to nc do
begin

writeln(x[i]:8:1,yIi]:8:1 );
end;

SCAT:=0.0;
for i:=1 to nc do
begin

ip:=i+1 ;
¡1 ;=X[i];
y1 :=y[i];
¡2;=x[ip];
y2:=y[ip];

Vs6;=(x2-x l )-(x2-x1 )+(y2-y1).(y2-y1 );
v:=sqrt(vec)'
cross:=(x 1 -xzero)'(y2-y1 )-(x2-x1 )-(y1 -yzero);
ze:=croSS/v;
if (ze< -0.01) ot (ze > 0.0 1) then
begin
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zeta:=abs(ze);
gi= zelzelai
i¡e¡ ¡=((x2-xzero).(x 1 -xzero)+(y2-yzero)'
(y1-yzero));
if(dnom< -0.001) or (dnom> 0.001) then
begin

Theta:=ArcTan (((y2-yzero)'(x l -xzero)-
(y1 -yzero)-(x2-xzero))/dnom) ;

end
else
begin

theta:=pi/2.0i
end;
if g-theta < 0.0 then
begin

theta:=pi-abs(theta) ;

end
else
begin

theta:= abs(theta);
end;
n:=round( 1 8.0.theta/pi);
¡fn=0.0then
begin

n:=1
end;
dnom:=((x'l -xzero)-(x2-xl )+(y l -yzero)'(y2-y1 ));
il(dnom< -0.001) or (dnom> 0.001) then
begin

phi:=arç¡¿¡111t 1 -yzero)'(x2-x1 )-(y2-y1 )'
(x1-xzero))/dnom);

end
else
begin

phi:=pi/2.0;
end;
if g'phi < 0.0 then
begin

phi:=pi-abs(phi);
end
else
begin

phi:= abs(phi);
end;
delta:=theta/n;
delt:=delta/6.283;
psi:=phi-delta/2.0;
{writeln('theta,delta',theta:8:4,delta:8:4))
For j:=1 to n do
begin
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psi:=psi+delta;
Rl:=zetalsin(psi);

lf Ri > R[ni] then
begin

Ri:=r[ni];
end;

{divide sectors of radius Ri into sections}

Nri:=round(Ri/ l .0);
lf Nri=0.0 then nri:=1 ;

delr:=rilnri;

For k:=1 to nri do
begin

ri:=delr+delr-(k-1 );
ri2:=ri-delr;
rid:=ri-delr/2.0;

co12 :=arctan((y1 -yzero)/(x1 -xzero)) ;

lF ((x1-xzero)>- 0.001) and ((x1-xzero)<
0.00'l) then

begin
if (y l -yzero) > 0.0 then

cor2:=Pil2.0
else

ç6¡2'=-Pi/2;
end;

ther:=delta/2.0+ü-1 )-delta;
gar:=co12+ther;
if (x1-xzero) > 0.0 then

xri:=rid'cos(gar)
else

xri:=-ridtcos(gar);
xri:=xri+xzero;
coga:=cos(gar);

{ if i=l then
write ln ('de lta, cor2,th e r,g ar, cog a',
delta:8:4,co12:8:4,ther:8:4, gar:8:4,
coga:8:4);)
wi=2i
while (w < nw) and (XR[w] < xri) do

W:=w+1 ;

Dc:=wedge[w-1 ]+(wedge[w]-wedge[w- 1 ]).
(xri-xr[w-1 ])/(xr[w]-xr[w-1 ]);
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{calc scatl for ri and dc}

L:=2;
While (L < ni) and (R!l < Ri) do

begin
L:=L+1 ;

end;
Jd:=2;
While (Jd< nj) and (Dep[Jd]< Dc) do

begin
Jd:=Jd+1 '

end;
if (i=1 ) and (j=1) then
writeln('l,jd,sarüd-1,l-1 l',1:3,jd:3,
sar[jd-1 ,l-1]:8:2);

Sc1 :=sarþd-1 ,l-11+(sa(Jd-1 ,ll-
sarUd-1,1-11)'(Ri-RlL-1ly(RtLl-RlL-11);

Sc2:=sar[Jd,l-1 ]+ (sar[Jd,l]
sarpd,l-11) .(Ri-RtL-1ly(Rlll-Rtl-11) 

;

if (i=1) and 0=1) then
writeln('scl,sc2',sc1 :8:2,sc2:8:2);

SCATl :=G-Delt'(Sc1 +(Sc2-Sc1 )'
(Dc-Dep[Jd-1 ])/(DepUdl-DepUd-1 l)) ;

Li=21
While (L < ni) and(Rfll < R¡2) do

begin
L:=L+1 ;

€nd;
Jd:=2;
While (Jd< nj) and (Dep[Jd]< Dc) do

begin
Jd:=Jd+1 ;

end;
Sc1 :=sarUd-1,1-1 l+(sar[Jd-1,1]-
sarUd-1,1-11)'(Ri2-RlL-rly(RILI-RlL-11);

Sc2:=sarud,l-1 l+ (sarUd,ll
sar[Jd,l-1])'(R¡2-RlL-1ly(Rtll-Rll-11) ;

SCAT2 :=G-Delt-(Sc l +(Sc2-Sc1 )'
(Dc-Dep[Jd-1 ])/(DepUdl-DepUd-1 l));

¡f (i=1) and (l=1 ) then
writeln('i, j,k,Ri,rid,xri,Dc,scat1,
soatz',i:2, j:2, k:2, Ri:4:1,rid:4:1,



xri:4:1 ,", Dc:6:1 ,scat1 :8:2,scat2:8:2);

SCAT:=SCAT+(SCAT1 -SCAT2)

end;
end;

end;
end;
Writeln('SCAT=', SCAT:8:4);

end
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